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ACboy.org Launches New Air Conditioner Reviews & Tips Website to Cool
Off the Confused HVACMarket

Wanting to offer the latest air conditioner reviews, as well as handy HVAC tips – a team of
HVACwriters has launched ACboy.org.

Fukuoka, Japan (PRWEB) December 03, 2011 -- A team of HVACwriters have set out on a mission to help
others get the most from their AC and HVACsystems – hence the launch of their brand new website,
ACboy.org.

The site, which has officially opened its doors today, will offer helpful and insightful air conditioner reviews on
the latest models of air conditioning units, to allow consumers to keep up to date with the most recent models.

Aside from the site's focus on air conditioning units, it will also offer tips and tricks for a myriad of HVAC
systems, as well as a buyers guide. For example, the site is a first-class resource for those looking to learn
HVACbasics.

David Parker, who owns the website, tells us more about what he hopes it will achieve:

“We all know the differences between popular models of televisions and computers, but when it comes to
HVACsystems and Air Conditioning units, it's a bit of a mysterious minefield,” he explains. “So, we have set
out to compile some of the most helpful reviews, tips and buyers guides in order to demystify some of of the
unknowns. If you want to learn about the latest ventless portable air conditioner – we have the information!”.

It appears that ACboy.orgwill be a help to anyone in need of an air conditioning unit – with remarkably simple
tips on HVACefficiency, safety and maintenance. It's all compiled neatly into one online location, for easy
reference and comparison.

As Dave explains, it is hoped that the site will be become an authority hub for information about HVAC
systems:

“We are excited to have an opportunity to share our knowledge with others; to save them much hassle and
hopefully a few dollars also.”

To see the site's extensive wealth of information, please visit: http://www.acboy.org.

About ACboy.org

Recently launched to assist the often-confused HVACbuyers market, ACboy.org aims to make users aware of
the positive points and the pitfalls of the some of the latest and most popular models of air conditioners.

It also contains useful HVACtips and buyers guides.
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Contact Information
David Parker
(404) 913-2985

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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